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Abstract   

Deciphering valuable insights from unstructured written comments in student evaluations within 

higher education poses a significant challenge, calling for advanced analytical tools. Previous 

research has underscored the importance of employing topic modeling as a vital tool for unraveling 

complexities in large volumes of unstructured textual data and extracting dominant topics. While 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been a longstanding choice in past studies, the emergence 

of new and modern topic modeling techniques demands a comparative analysis of their 

performance against LDA when used with student evaluations. This paper evaluates four topic 

modeling methods — Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 

(NMF), BERTopic, and Top2Vec — based on two key performance metrics: topic coherence and 

topic diversity. Using data from Rate My Professors, our assessment overwhelmingly endorses 

BERTopic, showcasing its superiority in producing the most informative topics, unmatched ease-

of-use, and overall functional excellence for extracting valuable insights from written comments 

in student evaluations.   

1.   Introduction   

Essential to the mission of higher education institutions is the ongoing evaluation of perceived 

educational quality and campus experiences. This evaluation is commonly conducted through the 

Student Evaluations of Teaching (SET) process at the conclusion of each academic semester. The 

SET process encompasses two distinct forms of student feedback: (a) quantitative Likert-scale 

ratings obtained through a structured questionnaire and (b) open-ended textual responses.   

The resulting SET reports carry considerable weight, often serving as mandatory components in 

faculty applications for tenure and promotion. Despite their significance, these reports' data are 

typically kept private, leading students to turn to anonymous online platforms for disseminating 

evaluations of teachers and schools. Among these platforms, the Rate My Professors (RMP) 

website has evolved into a vast repository of student feedback data.1 As of September 2023, the 

website boasted 23,841,831 teacher evaluations and 372,973 school evaluations, encompassing 

feedback for 1,997,515 teachers and 9,155 schools across the United States, Canada, and the 

United Kingdom.   

To harness the wealth of information embedded in such text corpora, Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) techniques emerge as powerful tools. Researchers have extensively applied NLP 

techniques, particularly topic modeling, to conduct comprehensive studies on comments from 

various sources, including private SET collections, MOOC discussion forums, and the RMP 

platform.2-4 Additionally, sentiment analysis, another prominent NLP technique, has been 
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employed to discern the emotional polarity of students towards their instructors.5 Frequently, these 

two approaches are employed together to simultaneously extract insights from student feedback.6   

Despite the established efficacy of topic modeling, especially in mining central topics and tracking 

discussions within student evaluations, prevailing studies predominantly lean on one of the oldest 

techniques—Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). While LDA remains widely adopted, realizing 

optimal results with this unsupervised machine-learning technique necessitates meticulous 

preprocessing and hyperparameter tuning. Consequently, there exists a compelling imperative to 

explore and evaluate the performance of recently developed topic models that harness 

advancements in the field.   

Towards this end, the paper makes the following contributions:   

(a) Comprehensive Data Sets ⸺⸺ The paper stands as a pioneering effort by 

systematically crawling and mining the entire corpus of data from the crowd-sourced 

student evaluation site Rate My Professors (RMP) over a decade, spanning from 2010 

to 2023. This extensive dataset comprises 23,841,831 evaluations of 1,997,515 

teachers and 372,973 evaluations of 9,155 schools, encompassing both teacher and 

school-related information.   

(b)  Comparison of Topic Modeling Techniques  ⸺⸺  The paper advances the field by 

constructing topic models on the RMP data using not only LDA, but also three recent 

and highly performing techniques: Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF), 

BERTopic, and Top2Vec. This comparative analysis sheds light on their respective 

performances in extracting meaningful insights from the student evaluation data.   

(c) Open and Accessible Experimentation ⸺⸺ The paper enhances research 

transparency and collaboration by making the experimental setup, data, and results 

publicly available. This commitment to openness aims to facilitate result 

reproducibility, enable the replication of studies by other researchers for comparison, 

and foster further research initiatives.   

2.   Methodology   

Figure 1 presents a high-level overview of our methodology for creating diverse topic models, 

employing the techniques outlined in Section 1, and subsequently comparing them.  The following 

section explains the steps comprising our methodology and provides a concise overview of the 

topic models selected for the comparative analysis.   

2.1.   Data Collection    

In this study, we use a large corpus of data scraped from the Rate My Professors website using the 

‘Requests’ package in JSON-format objects. For student evaluations of schools, 372,973 records 

were collected for 9,155 schools, posted from 2010 to 2023. The ability to rate teachers on RMP 

has existed since 1999, resulting in a much larger collection of 23,841,831 records. To avoid 

substantial computational expense during topic model training, a random sample of 1,000,000 

records is selected for topic model comparison. 
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Figure 1: A high-level overview of the methodology for topic model comparison. 

2.2.   Pre-processing   

Before topic modeling, the data goes through a comprehensive pre-processing phase, which 

involves the removal of non-descriptive comments (such as “No comment.” or “None.”), removal 

of punctuation and stop-words, lemmatization, and removal comments with less than 5 words. 

Excluding comments with fewer than 5 words in the preprocessing phase for topic modeling 

enhances the model's quality by prioritizing content richness, noise reduction, and improving 

interpretability. This strategy aims to ensure that the model focuses on more substantive text, 

contributing to robust and meaningful topic identification. As a result of preprocessing, 44% of 

the student comments on schools were removed. This is because most of the comments were short 

phrases such as “Great school”, “Love it here”, and “Amazing campus”.   

When using topic models that leverage document embeddings, the holistic nature of a document's 

content is necessary for accurately learning its topic. As a result, model creators do not recommend 

stop-word removal, lemmatization, or punctuation removal, as these elements contribute to the 

overall linguistic context. Therefore, with the BERTopic and Top2Vec models, we opt to utilize 

both preprocessed and unprocessed written comments for comparison.  This approach ensures that 

the models can effectively capture nuances of the language and context within comments, allowing 

for a more comprehensive and accurate representation of topics.   
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2.3.   Topic Modeling   

A topic model is an unsupervised machine learning technique to find clusters of similar words text 

corpus. The technique has been used to study the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on students in 

Saudi Arabia and the effect of gender bias in student evaluations.7,8 In other applications, topic 

modeling has been used to construct recommendation systems in Q&A sites, analyze developer 

discussions on Stack Overflow, explore posts on Twitter and Instagram, and understand the dining 

experience of tourists.9-13   

Similar to numeric clustering methods, topic models discover patterns in unlabeled data. To find 

word clusters, various techniques can be used. In this paper, we study four topic models that use 

different implementation methods: (1) Latent Dirichlet Allocation, (2) Nonnegative Matrix 

Factorization, (3) BERTopic, and (4) Top2Vec.   

2.3.1.   Latent Dirichlet Allocation   

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model for collections of discrete 

data such as text corpora.14 It is defined as a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which 

each item of a collection is modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics, where 

each topic is modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying set of topic probabilities. In our 

case, LDA models each student comment as a mixture of topics and assumes that each word in a 

comment is associated with a topic. As model output, each topic produced by LDA is a distribution 

of word probabilities. For input, LDA follows the bag-of-words approach, meaning that it 

disregards the order in which words appear in a text. Since the bag-of-words approach does not 

consider the contextual use of words within sentences, it may not provide a precise representation 

of documents. 

 

Figure 2: Intertopic Distance Map for LDA with student evaluations of schools. 
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Figure 3: Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for topic modeling.15 

Using the OCTIS package,16 we run LDA with default hyperparameter values. Figure 2 

demonstrates an Intertopic Distance Map created with LDAvis,17 representing the 10 topics found 

by LDA in student evaluations of schools. Each topic is represented as a circle in two-dimensional 

space, allowing for a visual display of how similar a set of topics is. 

2.3.2.   Nonnegative Matrix Factorization  

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) represents an input text corpus as a term-document 

matrix A, following the bag-of-words approach as in LDA. In our case, each row represents a 

written comment, and each column is a unique word.  The input matrix A is transformed using a 

TF−IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) weighting scheme to provide a relative 

measure of each word’s importance to a corpus. The output matrices W and H are found by 

solving an optimization problem defined with the Frobenius Norm (a distance measure between 

two given matrices). Figure 3 demonstrates the decomposition of the input matrix A into two 

separate output matrices: (1) W: a term-topic matrix, and (2) H: a topic-document matrix. The 

term-topic matrix W shows which words comprise a topic, while the topic-document matrix H 

labels the documents associated with each topic. 

 

Figure 4: BERTopic word scores for topics in student evaluations of teachers 
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2.3.3.   BERTopic   

BERTopic uses pre-trained language models to convert sentences and paragraphs into numeric 

vectors in a process known as document embedding.18 The representation of documents in a vector 

space allows for semantic comparisons that account for linguistic context.  After clustering the 

embedded documents with HDBSCAN,19 the dimensionality is reduced with UMAP.20 To 

represent topics, a class-based variation of TF-IDF is used to model the relative importance of 

words within the clusters of embedded documents.  

In this paper, we use the ‘all-MiniLM-L6-v2’ embedding model to create the embeddings that 

BERTopic learns topics from. BERTopic is compatible with any embedding technique pretrained 

on semantic similarity, as well as classical clustering and dimensionality reduction methods such 

as k-nearest neighbors (KNN) and principal component analysis (PCA).   

2.3.4.   Top2Vec   

Top2Vec,21 similarly to BERTopic, accounts for the semantic structure in a corpus by using an 

embedding approach. Building on the mechanisms of Doc2Vec and Word2Vec, Top2Vec creates 

word, document, and topic vectors together in high-dimensional space.22,23 After finding clusters 

of documents, a topic is represented by the word vectors closest to the center of a document cluster, 

in contrast to the c-TF-IDF technique used in BERTopic.    

Among topic modeling techniques, Top2Vec provides exceptional search functionality, such as the 

ability to (1) query topics: input any sequence of text and Top2Vec returns the topics closest to it, 

(2) search documents by topic: input a topic and Top2Vec returns the documents closest to it, (3) 

search topics: input a list of keywords and Top2Vec returns a choice of either the most similar or 

the most dissimilar topics.  For a fair comparison with BERTopic, we also use the ‘all-MiniLM-

L6-v2’ embedding model with Top2Vec.  

2.4.   Evaluation Metrics   

To quantitatively compare the performance of the topic models, we use the NPMI topic coherence 

and topic diversity metrics.24,25 For both metrics, computations are carried out with the OCTIS 

package. Topic coherence measures the average similarity of words in each topic as a score ranging 

from -1 to 1, where higher scores indicate greater semantic association within topics. The NPMI 

coherence score is chosen as it has been shown to provide the highest correlation with human 

evaluation.26 However, previous work indicates that the NPMI topic coherence metric may not be 

suited to embedding-based topic models.27  

The second evaluation metric we use is topic diversity, which measures the variety among topics 

as a score ranging from 0 to 1. The topic diversity is the percentage of unique words in all topics. 

High scores indicate that a topic model found a wide range of themes within a text corpus, while 

low scores indicate less variety among topics.   

3.   Results  

As the number of topics must be predefined when using LDA and NMF, we examine the coherence 

and diversity of topics produced when the number of topics varies. We run LDA and NMF with 

10 to 50 topics, in increments of 10. Repeating this process over three runs for each increment, the 

models are each run a total of 15 separate times. The results in Table 1 show LDA and NMF topic 

coherence and diversity scores as an average of the 15 runs.   
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Figure 5: BERTopic hierarchical clustering of the top 20 topics in student evaluations of schools. 

 With BERTopic and Top2Vec, predefining the number of topics is not required to use the models. 

In both model implementations, the number of topics equals the number of dense clusters of 

embedded documents, which increases when large datasets are used. To rapidly narrow down the 

large set of topics, a hierarchical clustering method can be used. Figure 5 demonstrates the 

hierarchical topic reduction process for a BERTopic model trained on student evaluations of 

schools. The top 20 most frequent topics are clustered into 3 main themes: (1) School 

Administration in “aid, financial, office, transfer, credit, scholarship”, (2) Student Experiences in 

“faith, diversity, art, sport, sorority, music, and class”, and (3) Campus Environment in “wifi, 

internet, dining, parking, crime, safe”. By clustering topics, we can quickly see the central features 

in a large collection of student evaluations.   

For the embedding models discussed in this paper, we assess the NPMI coherence and topic 

diversity as an average across the top N most frequent topics of a corpus, with N ranging in 

increments of 10 from 10 to 50. We demonstrate all topic model performance scores for the 

preprocessed written comments from student evaluations of teachers and schools in Table 1, and 

BERTopic and Top2Vec performance for unprocessed comments in Table 2.   

   

Table 1: Topic model performance on preprocessed comments from student evaluations. TC and TD 

measure Topic Coherence and Topic Diversity, which respectively score the average similarity of words 

within topics, and average variety of all topics. 
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Table 2: BERTopic and Top2Vec model performance on unprocessed comments from student 

evaluations. TC and TD measure NPMI Topic Coherence and Topic Diversity, which respectively score 

the average similarity of words within topics, and average variety of all topics. 

 From Table 1, we observe that BERTopic achieves the highest topic coherence and diversity 

scores for both preprocessed datasets of comments in student evaluations. NMF demonstrates a 

slight advantage over LDA in topic coherence, but LDA demonstrates a stronger capability over 

NMF in creating diverse topics. Top2Vec scores the lowest for all evaluation metrics with both 

datasets, which could be due to possible incompatibility with the ‘all-MiniLM-L6-v2’ embedding 

model.     

The results in Table 2 indicate that conducting basic preprocessing on corpora of student 

evaluations improves BERTopic and Top2Vec model performance. In comparison to results with 

preprocessed data, the models achieve lower scores across both sets of evaluation metrics and 

datasets. Although, with unprocessed comments, BERTopic achieves better model evaluation 

scores than LDA and NMF with preprocessed comments.    

From the results, we suggest BERTopic when choosing a topic model to analyze written comments 

in student evaluations. Along with superior model scores, BERTopic provides exceptional ease-

of-use, extensive documentation, built-in visualization features, and a flexible modular structure. 

As with Top2Vec, new, state-of-the-art embedding models can be used with BERTopic, allowing 

for progressive refinement as embedding models improve. Moreover, the ability to modify the 

underlying clustering technique contributes to an extensive range of possible customizations. 

Furthermore, integration with modern graphics processing units (GPUs) accelerates BERTopic, 

meaning that training a model and finding topics takes significantly less time than training with 

LDA.   

4.   Conclusion 

In this paper, we evaluated the performance of four topic modeling techniques for students’ written 

comments in evaluations of teachers and schools.  Using Rate My Professors, we constructed 

comprehensive datasets of 23,841,831 evaluations collected for 1,997,515 teachers and 372,973 

evaluations collected for 9,155 schools, spanning the entire RMP website up to September 2023.    

We showed that for both datasets, BERTopic produces the best topic coherence and topic diversity 

when compared to Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization with default 

hyperparameter values, as well as Top2Vec when used with the same embedding model.   

We plan to experiment with BERTopic and Top2Vec with various embedding models, such as the 

Universal Sentence Encoder,28 to discover possible improvements when conducting topic 

modeling for student evaluations. Additionally, we seek to calibrate the hyperparameters of LDA 

and NMF to compare the models in fine-tuned conditions.   
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5.   Threats to the Validity 

Generalizability: While our study leveraged textual data to construct topic models, specifically 

student comments extracted from a crowd-sourced site, it is essential to acknowledge the 

limitations in generalizing the performance of these topic model techniques to other crowd-sourced 

or social media platforms. The dynamics and characteristics of student evaluations on Rate My 

Professors might differ from those on other platforms, introducing variability in the performance 

of the employed topic models. Variations in language use, sentiment expressions, and thematic 

preferences among different online communities can influence the adaptability and 

generalizability of the chosen modeling approaches.   

Conclusion Validity: In our selection of three promising topic models for comparison with Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), it is important to note that we did not extensively manipulate all their 

parameters to guarantee the complete optimization of the resultant models. Our rationale behind 

this approach was to compare the models in their foundational states, aiming to discern 

performance differences without additional tuning.   

To address this potential threat to conclusion validity, future research endeavors will investigate 

the comprehensive exploration of each technique's parameters. This will not only shed light on the 

extent of effort required for optimization, but also quantify the potential performance deviations 

of these three models in comparison to LDA.   

6.   Future Work   

Model Evaluation: We considered two topic model evaluation metrics. For further analysis of 

results, we plan to expand the evaluation criteria by considering more evaluation metrics, including 

but limited to topic diversity metrics such as Kullback-Leibler Divergence, topic similarity metrics 

such as word embedding based RBO matches and pairwise Jaccard similarity, and topic 

significance metrics such as uniform Kullback-Leiber divergence. The OCTIS package provides 

users with the ability to experiment with each of the evaluation metrics discussed.   

Model Calibration: The hyperparameters of topic models such as LDA and NMF can be optimized 

to achieve maximal values for given evaluation metrics. In the paper, we used the default 

hyperparameter values for both models, but those with experience in optimization may opt to find 

model hyperparameter values that yield maximal topic coherence or diversity measures.    

Alternative Methods: Although we considered topic modeling techniques that encompass a wide 

range of implementation styles, as part of our future work, we will investigate and use more topic 

models such as Contextualized Topic Models (CTM),29 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis 

(PLSA),30 ProdLDA,31 Pachinko Allocation,32 and CorEx33. Additionally, new and improved 

embedding models are frequently released on the Hugging Face platform, paving the way for 

further experimentation with embedding-based topic models.   
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